detailed wall section

detailed plan at clerestory level

1. ashlar stone capping
2. ashlar stone fins
3. stone sill
4. dogtooth stone wall
5. reinforced concrete block
6. textured lime plaster render
7. glue laminated timber structure
8. ashlar cladding
9. reinforced concrete wall with lime plaster finish
10. fair faced concrete
11. power floated concrete floor
12. clear frameless glass levers
13. rain water pipe
14. clear fixed glazing
15. timber fins

Notes:
- All structural elements are to be designed by the structural engineer.
- All coordinates, levels, dimensions and discrepancies are to be reported to the architect immediately.
- All drawings to be read in conjunction with architectural specification.
- Do not scale from these drawings, use figured dimensions only.

Engineer's drawings for details.

Tree locations and sizes are taken from tree survey carried out by the landscape partnership.

All existing building information and site levels are taken from site survey carried out by Terrain Surveys dated August 2008 and provided by the client.

Soft landscaping designed by others, refer to Ian Keen drawings for details.

Underground drainage designed by others. Refer to Sadler Brown drawings for details.
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